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FROM A GREEN DREAM TO A REAL DEAL ON STEEL 

HIGH POWERED ENERGY STORAGE FLYWHEELS MAY MOVE  

THE MBTA TOWARD ELECTRICITY SAVINGS 

  
  

Boston-  The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, the largest consumer of electricity in New 

England, might be turning to an old technology to dramatically cut energy spending- the wheel. The 

humble rotating disc, in the form of an advanced flywheel pioneered by Massachusetts company Helix 

Power, is given a new twist, or spin, to recycle energy cleanly from the braking wheels of subway 

trains.  

A new Helix Power report, “Wayside High-Power Flywheel Energy Storage for MBTA”, 

commissioned by the Mass Clean Energy Center and in partnership with the T, shows that it is now 

technically feasible, and also fiscally advisable, to capture energy from regenerative braking and 

deliver it rapidly back to the third rail by way of a high powered flywheel “extreme energy storage 

technology system”.  The vast majority of braking energy is currently wasted as heat.   

The Report shows that each Helix flywheel would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 800 tons each 

year, produce $200,000 in energy related savings, and potentially defer capital expenses associated 

with upgrading existing transit traction power infrastructure. 

As a major consumer of energy, the MBTA’s potential to alter its power consumption can have 

profound impacts on the vital policy areas the transit agency and state leaders are prioritizing - 

lowering greenhouse gas emissions, reducing energy spending; minimizing peak demand time draws 

on the New England power grid, and enhancing the longevity of the T’s valuable trains. 

“The case for installing trackside flywheels is compelling because they offer a unique opportunity to 

recycle currently wasted energy, reducing costs and cutting overall electric consumption by 35 to 50 

percent. The report indicates that this technology is far more resilient, less costly and longer lasting 
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than overhauling the T’s transmission and distribution systems,” said Senate Minority Leader Bruce 

Tarr (R - Gloucester). 

Tarr noted that the T completes more than 43,000 trip miles daily, “For those paying the costs of the 

system, fare payers and taxpayers, the Helix flywheel represents a real opportunity to recycle energy 

and help the environment mile after mile.”  

The T’s light rail subway system is the second busiest in the nation. According to published reports the 

authority spends $50 million each year on utilities including: electricity, natural gas, heating oil, and jet 

fuel with the majority – $42.5 million spent on electricity.   

“We are looking forward to working with the MBTA to demonstrate our flywheel technology in 

extreme energy management for the largest single electric consumer in the Commonwealth. 

Implementation on the MBTA has the potential to manage high energy fluctuations, save energy being 

wasted and reduce greenhouse gases at an accelerated rate,” said Matthew Lazarewicz, Founder and 

President of Helix Power.  

SourceOne Inc., a nationally recognized energy consulting firm, and Veolia North America company, 

provided an evaluation of the Helix system. The evaluation aimed to identify the capital and 

operational infrastructure benefits to the MBTA from deploying a network of flywheel energy storage 

devices. 

"To achieve net zero, becoming efficient is not enough. We need to start capturing what is normally 

wasted and re-use it. The Helix Power team is trying to do exactly that by targeting transit traction 

power systems and deploying flywheels to use more of the energy recovered through regenerative 

braking," said Enrique Frances, Energy Engineer at SourceOne.  

Helix has attracted the attention of governments, researchers, and industry leaders including the U.S. 

Department of Transportation, and received recent funding from backers including the U.S. 

Department of Energy, Sandia National Laboratories, the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center, and the 

New York State Energy Research and Development Authority.  

“While the technology’s benefits in energy savings for urban rail are substantial, benefits for the 

regional grid are equally important” said Dr. Imre Gyuk, Director of Energy Storage Research for 

the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Electricity. “Reduction of peak power and surges on the 

grid lead to improved asset utilization and more efficient operation.” 

“This technology can bring us instant savings on energy and costs for the MBTA while also reducing 

greenhouse gases at the same time.  Reducing energy usage at the biggest user in the Commonwealth 

can be a game changer,” said Representative Lenny Mirra (R- West Newbury). 

Richard Baxter, President of Mustang Prairie Energy and advisor to Helix Power noted, “With a 

minimum of 25 flywheels deployed, the MBTA could prevent the release of 200,000 tons of CO2 

while also saving the authority more than $50 million dollars over a 10 year period.” 



A three year agreement between the T and Helix may culminate in a full-scale trackside test 

incorporating the flywheel system, data collection, and a full performance analysis that could 

revolutionize the way subway trains roll for the MBTA and metro systems world-wide. 
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